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SECURINESS SentryHound-PRO ferrous detector.

Feature and Application

SentryHound-Pro™ Ferromagnetic Contraband Screener is a single pole
(add a 2nd pole for complete walk through) solution to detect unauthorized
or illegal cell phones, tablets, laptops, smart watches, wearable’s and even
weapons including guns, knives and makeshift shivs and shanks.
SentryHound-Pro’s ferromagnetic detection zones are highly sensitive to
trace amounts of ferrous material found in plastic cell phones and
miniaturized electronics. These same cell phones slip through regular metal
detection but not SentryHound-Pro because of its sensitivity, unique motion
detection and enhanced false trigger rejection.
This allows rapid, non-invasive inspection of pockets, bags, purses, clothing
and even body cavities.
Use a single pole for impromptu checkpoints, doorways and wall
mounted ferromagnetic detection zones.
Use dual pole configuration (wirelessly tethered) to minimize false
triggers and expand detection range over 5 feet wide.

Setup is simple and can be done anywhere – Plug and play out of the box
with less than 30 seconds from powering up to full operation. No software or
assembly required. SentryHound-Pro ferromagnetic contraband screener is
lightweight (only 17 pounds) so it can be easily transported and deployed by
any security personnel instantly.
Unlike most walk-through metal detection systems, SentryHound-Pro
detects full head-to-toe (75 inches) with light-up zones to pinpoint the area
of interest. The domed, omnidirectional alert is highly visible and the audible
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alert can be easily adjusted for maximum effect. SentryHoundPro Ferromagnetic Contraband Screener is fully sealed against the elements
for rugged indoor and outdoor use. It contains a sealed gel cell internal
rechargeable battery for a full day of continuous power anywhere.
SentryHound-Pro also features security key lock and dry trigger contacts for
alarms, DVRs, video surveillance and intrusion detection systems.













Single pole setup anywhere in under 30 seconds
Lightweight, versatile & all day battery power
Sealed against the elements for rugged indoor/outdoor use
Add a 2nd pole for double duty or double detection range
Full ferromagnetic non-invasive inspection zone up to 64″ wide by 75″ high
(two pole configuration)
Detects contraband cell phones (ON or OFF), smart watches, tablets, knives,
guns, razors, etc.
Key lockable for security reassurance
Most advanced ferromagnetic contraband screener available with distinct
ferromagnetic detection zones to pinpoint contraband
Advanced motion detection and false trigger rejection using dual pole
configuration
Perfect for FBoP, DoD, NSA, FBI & any secure government or military SCIF
Designed and manufactured entirely in the U.S.A.
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230V power supply and built in backup battery, with more than 24 hours use
on fully charged battery.
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